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Governor’s Affordable Housing Funding and Streamlined Approvals Proposals
Issue: Should SACOG weigh in on state affordable housing policy and funding proposals?
Recommendation: That the Government Relations & Public Affairs Committee recommend that the SACOG
Board support in concept affordable housing streamlining provisions and adopt specific policy principles.
Discussion: During this legislative session, leaders in the Assembly and Senate have prioritized funding for
affordable housing. The largest proposal to date has been a Senate proposal to bond against $2 billion in future
Proposition 63 mental health revenues, which would generate $267 million in fiscal year 2016-17. In his May
Revision to his proposed 2016-17 budget, Governor Brown endorses the Senate bonding proposal, which
would enable the Department of Housing and Community Development to develop and administer
homelessness and affordable housing programs, with a particular focus on addressing chronic homelessness.
In total, the Governor proposes approximately $3.2 billion in funds for affordable housing across several state
departments (Attachment A).
The Governor additionally proposes legislation requiring ministerial, “by-right” land use entitlement
provisions for multifamily infill housing developments that include an affordable housing component.
Qualified projects consistent with adopted general plan and zoning would be reviewed by city or county staff
for consistency and issued approvals. A significant indirect result would be that CEQA would not apply to
these projects. The policy proposal is a significant change on a short timeline, given that it is folded into the
budget rather than going through the typical policy committee process. However, the Governor has indicated
that his support for funding is contingent on his policy proposal.
It is unclear whether the policy proposal will be passed as part of the budget, which must be adopted by June
15, but staff would like to discuss with the board whether SACOG should weigh in on the details of the
proposal. In concept, CEQA relief is something that SACOG has long advocated for, but the California State
Association of Counties and League of California Cities have reacted to the proposal with concerns and
opposition, respectively. We are also aware that some of SACOG’s members have reacted with concern and
we are interested in understanding these concerns to determine if amendments could address them. Staff will
reach out to the Government Affairs Working Group prior to the committee meeting.
Under Board direction and since Board adoption of the Blueprint in December 2004, SACOG has been
continuously working to streamline CEQA for projects that help to implement the Blueprint and Metropolitan
Transportation Plan/Sustainability Communities Strategy. While SACOG has had successes, they have been
mostly small, with the exception of the statute related to the Delta Stewardship Council’s land use powers.
There, through the sponsorship of then-Senate Pro Tem Darrell Steinberg, SACOG secured an outright
exemption for projects that would otherwise be regulated by the DSC (instead of the local government) for all
projects consistent with the SCS.
This region is still a long way from recovering from the collapse of the housing market. Even regions with
very hot economies, like the Bay Area, are substantially underbuilding both market rate and affordable
housing. Even as overall employment rates return to pre-recession levels in our region median wages still lag
substantially. According to a 2014 study conducted by several state agencies, the average cost to construct a
unit of affordable housing in the Sacramento region ranges from $256,000 in Sutter and Yuba counties to
$287,000 in Sacramento County, to $311,000 in El Dorado and Placer counties, to $312,000 in Yolo County.
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Cutting the cost of any kind of housing improves the chances for a recovery of our housing market.
The Governor’s Streamlined Affordable Housing Approvals Proposal has been detailed in a trailer bill
(Attachment B), which was updated on May 27 in an attempt to address some issues raised by the groups
listed below. The proposal has drawn opposition from labor and environmental groups (weakening CEQA),
the League of Cities (loss of public input and local discretion), housing advocates (affordability levels too
low), and the Legislative Analyst’s Office (affordability levels too high). The mayors of San Francisco and
Los Angeles have offered supportive comments, and the American Planning Association has offered to work
on improvements, as the proposal is similar to one it has backed this session (AB 2522).
The construction of affordable housing projects that are consistent with local housing elements that have been
updated to be consistent with the Regional Housing Needs Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS)
(as now required by State law) typically have among the lowest vehicle miles traveled of any type of
development project in the region, helping the region’s ability to have an overall land use/housing component
of the SCS that provides a wide range of housing choice and lifestyle throughout the region. And while the
proposal does require local governments to treat the review of a permit, license, certificate, or any other
entitlement as a ministerial action in these cases, in exchange for that the state completely withdraws the
application of CEQA, and it leaves to each local government the unrestricted ability to write the clear and
objective decision criteria. The net effect, staff believes, is an increase in local control.
Staff understands this comes forward late in the session with little time for discussion. This item comes to the
Committee in the form of a recommendation to focus the Board’s consideration of the topic. Regardless of
where the Board decides to land on the topic, staff believes this is a healthy discussion for the Board to have.
Strategically, we believe there is a decent chance these linked proposals will advance, and that SACOG’s
ability to influence the final outcome is enhanced by a conceptual support with amendments stance. The areas
of amendments we suggest would improve the bill for our members are the following:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Specifically link the implementation of the trailer bill to the state providing a specific commitment
of funding to support the construction of affordable housing that is consistent with local general
plans, zoning codes and the region’s Sustainability Communities Strategy.
Delete or clarify language that could be interpreted as allowing local governments to amend
zoning codes or general plans through a ministerial action (clearly legislative action should be
required).
Limit implementation initially to those parcels in an approved local government housing element
that are designated as potential affordable housing sites.
Delay implementation in all other areas of cities and counties for two years to give those who
choose to update their general plan and/or zoning designations the opportunity to do so, and have
the state provide substantial support for those local actions through a small planning fund carve out
from the $2 billion housing fund.
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